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FLANS FOR JUNIOR- MAHAFFEY BLANKS
MICHIGAN TAKES
SEA OF MUD SLOWS
11 TO 1 IN FAST
PAIR FROM TIGERS
SENIOR COMPLETED CAROLINA IN FAST
UP TECH RELAYS
Clemson Tigers made their New Southern Records Set in
Junior and Senior is lookGAME_ MONDAY ingEvery
GAME FRIDAY firstThehome
forward to the evening of May 4,
appearance this season
Javelin and Shot Put

when the annual banquet of the two
Pearman Gives Up But Three classes will be given in the mess hall
Hits to Hoseman
at Clemson. College.
This event is
without doubt the largest and the
The Clemson Tigers easily defeat- greatest in the Clemson social caled the Presbyterian College nine at endar, and one that is reriembered
Clinton on Monday, -April 10. Pear- by the cadet long after much of his
man and his cohorts5 completely out- college life has faded in the dis
classed the Blue Hoseman, holding tant past. This is the occasion when
them to only 3 hits, while the Tigers die Juniors bid farewell to the gradgarnered 13 off Knight, the P. C. uating clas with wnom they have
hurler.
Magill and Dunlap were spent many happy hours of college
outstanding in Clemson's hatting, life.
The decoration of the mess hall
each securing a triple and two sinwas 'begun this week by the decorgles.
ating committee.
The decorations
OLEMSON
AB R H PO A E will be beautiful, appropriate, and
Hudgens, ss
4 10 0 2 0 artistic. In the years past the dealways attracted
Zeigler, 2b
3 119 0 0 corations have
iMIaigill, lb
5 3 3 16 0 0 large numlbers of visitors ' who deDunlap, c
4 3 3 5 10 sired to see them before the banPearman, p
4 10 0 6 0 quet. As now planned there will be
MoCarley, 3b
4 0 2 0 11 four rows of tables which will be
Esikew, If
5 12 10 0 beautifully decorated in a manner
Moore, cf
5 114 0 0 suitable for this affair. Overhead,
Williams, rf
4 0 110 0 and underneath the lights which
Abbott, x
10 0 0 0 0 will be softened, will be hung blue
cheese cloth. This cloth will be
TOTALS
39 11 13 27 10 1 drawn from the ceiling to the wall
at an angle so as to strike the wall
xBatted for McCarley in 9th.
at a point about eight feet from the
Score by innings:
This
•Clemson
010 003 331-11 ceiling to cover all piping.
Presibyterian
000 001 000-1 scheme will necessarily shorten the
Summary: Three 'base hits, Magill, windows, but these will be attracDunlap.
Sacrifice, Williams, Pear- tively decorated to make them look
man. Base on balls, off Knight, 3; as if they were natural length.
Pearman 2. Struck out by Knight, 3; Streamers will be 'hung from the
blue cloth to the floor. The colPearman 6. Umpire, Toutman.
lege C01OT"2 of pEVPl? ITld ZOI-'A wi'l
CAC
'be used to good effect, but it is
the desire of the committee to keep
from overdoing the use of these
colors, as has ibeen done on some
occasions in the past. All decorations used will !be fireproof.
"Chicko" West, who is in charge
O.E great interest to ifriends of of the lighting, is working on a
Cadets R. O. Pickens and C. W large electric sign to go at the south
Fike, is the announcement of their end of the mess hall.
The sign,
marriages which were solemized dur- which will cany the letters JR-SR,
ing the last week-end. Dan Cupid will be four feet long, and the
was on a rampage with his love letters will be forty inches high.
darts, yet 'he lost none of his art The JR and SR will flash intermitin choosing delectable targets. Bob tently. The other members of the
and Claud have a 'wide range of committee assigned to decorate for
friends in the Tiger Town who are this gala event are: J. C. Suber,
deeply interested in them and theirs chairman; W. H. Redfern, J. M.
SALTER-PICKENS
Blankenship, Earle Mayes, T. J.
On Friday, the thirteenth, Miss Mitchell, J. F. Callaham, C. D.
Adelaide Salter of Anniston Ala., Wright, and C. A. Jackson.
was married to Cadet R. O. Pickens,
"Spec" Farrar will officiate as
Jr., of Sipartaniburg, S. C. The wed- Toastmaster again this year. Those
ding took place in the Presbyterian who attended the banquet last year
Church of Pickens, the Rev. Mr. will remember haw "Spec's" wit and
Locke, pastor, officiating.
added much to the affair.
Mrs. Pickens is the daughter o-f humor
J. D. O'Quinn will make the welDr. and Mrs. Salter of Anniston, coming address for the Juniors,
Ala. The bride was a former stu- while C. E. Britt, president of the
dent af Converse College. She is Senior class, will make the response
extremely popular among the stu- for the Seniors.
Miss Ethel Cox
dents of Converse and has a wide of Greenville, S. C. will express the
range of ifriends at Clemson, where sentiments of the guests
of the
she was a favorite on the dance floor
(Continued on page 6)
Cadet Pickens, a senior at Clemson, is tihe eldest son of Mr. and
Mrs. R. O. Pickens of Spartanburg.
He has gathered a wide range of
friends -while at Clemson and has received many merited honors at that
institution
Mr. and Mrs. Pickens left immediately after the ceremony for Atlanta for a short stay and after
June first they will be at home in
This coming Friday night, April
Spartanburg.
20th, the Anderson College
Glee
HARTNESS-FIKE
Claud W. Fike and Miss Julia Club will make its first appearance
Hartness of York were married in at Clemson this year in the College
Gaffney Saturday afternoon, April Chapel.
The glee club this year is one of
14, by the Rev. Mr. Heffner, pastor
of the first Presbyterian church of the best that has ever been put out
at Anderson College.
There are
that city.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. thirty-five in the club and it is comand Mrs. J. M. Hartness of York. posed entirely of girls and all of
She is also a student of Converse them are quite talented in glee club
The club offers
classical,
College and has many friends there work.
to whom her marriage will be of popular, and humorous entertainment.
interest.
All those who have seen previous
Cadet Fike, a Junior of Clemson,
is the son of Mrs. Effie Fike of performances given by the Anderson
Spartanburg, and While at Clemson College girls will recall very pleas-he has also achieved a reputation in ant evenings of entertainment. It
the school that will not be forgotten is hoped that a large number will
in the happy retrospection of his be in attendance Friday night to
hear these girls.
•classmates.

CADETS EASY MARK
FORJAN CUPID

in a double header with Michigan
With Mahaffey in the box, the on Thursday, April 12. The WolverTigers rallied to avenge the double ines took both ends of the double
drubbing they received at the hands header. However, they met with no
of the University of Michigan on little opposition from the Tigers.
Thursday and played brilliant baseDefeat was due chiefly to Clemball in support of their twirler's son's inability to hit the Michigan
wonderful pitching to beat Caro- deliveries. In the second inning of
lina 6 to 0.
the first game, the Wolverines scorMahaffey was in danger but one ed four runs by two Clemson errors,
time, and then air tight pitcbing i hit batsman, and three hits, inand a beautiful throw from center- cluding a smashing homier by Mcfield to the plate by Ned Moore de- Coy. In the fourth inning the Tinied the visitors the single talley mers railed and scored two runs
they might nave scored. A two-base after Dunlap had walked and stolen,
hit by Stoddard into left in the third and Eskew and Moore had singled
inning and Swink's single into right consecutively.
in the fifth were the only hits
In the second game, Clemson manchalked, against the Tiger hurler.
aged to squeeze hut two hits from
'Clemson started off with a ven- Gawne and Oosterbaan, one of these
geance in the first inning, when being an infield hit on a forced play.
Hud fens walked. Zeigler then singl- Nebelung's beautiful catch of Duned thru short and Magill laid down lap's long drive into left center,
a beautiful sacrifice, advancing both and McCarley's shoe-string stab of
runners.
Dunlap tripled into deep Corridens sizzler between short and
left center and fetched up at third, third featured the fielding,
wbile
with Hudgens and Zeigler
safely Oosterbaans triple was the highlight
across the platter. E'skew laid down of the batting.
another ibeautiful bunt, scoring DunAll eyes were focused on Benny
lap, and Moore closed the inning by Oosterbaan, All-American end who
fanning.
held first base in the first game, and
In the fourth inning Moore singled relieved Gawne in the box in the
sharply 'past third base and then latter innings of the second.
He
st"le second. Williams fanned, and succeeded, with his terrific speed, in
with two outs MoCarley and Mahaf- baffling to a certain extent, the
fey walked. Bill Hudgens then got Tiger hitters.
a hot single into left field wbich First Game
got away from Salley, scoring Moore,
McCarley, and Mnh->ffey." H'ldgens
CLEMSON
was out at the plate attempting a
A B H PO A
steal.
AB R H PO A E
Zeigler and Dnnlar> were the bat3 0 0 3
ting stars of the day, getting five Hudgens. ss
safeties between them. Magill at Zeigler, 2b
flirst was the fielding star having Magill, lb
•Dunlap, rf
seven unassisted put outs.
Eskew, If
Box Score—
A R H PO A E Moore, cf
Hudgens. ss
3 1110 0 Pearman, c
Zeigler, 2b
4 13 12 0 McCarley, 3lb
Magill, lb
3 0 0 9 o 0 Chamblee, p
Dunlap, c
4 12 5 0 0 Martin, x
Eskew, If
2 0 0 10 0 Pearman, xx
Hewitt, If
10 0 0 0 0
26 2 3 21 2 2
Moore, cf
3 114 0 0
Williams, rf .... 3 0 0 5 0 0 Score Iby innings:
040 000 0-4
McCarley, 3b
111110 Michigan
000 200 0-2
Mahaffey, p .... 110 0 0 0 Clemson
xBatted for MoCarley
Totals
25 6 8 j27 3 0 xxBatted for Chamblee
Score by innings:
SUMMARY
Carolina
000 000 000—0
Clemson
300 300 OOx—6
Home runs, McCoy. Three base
Two base hits: Stoddard. Three hits, Lange. Base on balls, off.
base hits:
Dunlan.
Stolen base,
Chamblee 3; Asbeck 3. Hit by
Moore. Sacrifices: Magill.Eskew, Ma- pitched ball, Asbeck by Chamblee.
haffey. Double plays: Wimberly to
Umpire: Anderson
Lamar to Windus. Base on balls
(Continued on page 6)
off Mahaffey 3; Scott 1; Stoddard
CAC
■
3. Struck out by Mahaffey 4; Stoddard 7.
Hit by pitcher Adams
Hits apprortioned off Mahaffey 2
in 9 innings; off Scott 2 in 1-3 inning; off Stoddard 6 in 8 2-3 innings. Winning pitcher, Mahaffey.
Losing pitcher, Scott. Time of game
2:04. Umpire Anderson.
CAC

ANDERSON COLLEGE
GLEE CLUR HERE CORPS SADDENED BY
FRIDAY NIGHT UNTIMELY DEATH OF
CADETJAWLINSON

It is with much regret that friends
of Cadet A. S. Rawlinson will learn
of his death at his home at Davis
Station, S. C. on last Tuesday morning. Mr. Rawlinson, a Sophomore
at Clemson pursuing- a course in
architecture, had made many friends
since his entrance to college. He
was a member of "G" Company in
which he leaves a lasting memory
of an amiable disposition, an evercheerful countenance, and a spirit of
good fellowship and cooperation. All
who knew Mr. Rawlipson intimately
and those who came in contact with
him personally feel that there has
been made a vacancy in their midst
that cannot be filled.

RETREAT-PARADE
FOR INSPECTING
OFFICERS FRIDAY

The sixth annual Southeastern
Relays, popularly known as the Tech
Relays, were staged, at Grant field,
Atlanta, last Saturday. Many Southern records were expected to be
broken, but due to muddy footing
and a drizzling rain which prevailed
the meet was considerably slowed
up.
The men who represented Clemson
at the relays were: O'Dell, Maner,
Willimon, MoGill, Adams, Andrews,
Blakeney and, iMarchbanks. We feel
assured that these men piut forth
everything they had for the glory of
Clemson and that is all we expected
of them. We must not forget the
handicaps under which the men had
to struggle. Ross O'Dell, holder of
the Southern conference pole vault
at the 'meet; first place going
going to Nash and second to Keener,
both of Georgia. A wet pole and an
uncertain footing made the vault
very precarious.
Graydon, a high school lad of
Little Rock, Ark. sprang the surprise
of the day when he won the free for
all javelin even with a throw of
205 feet, 5 inches; a new southern
mark and six feet better than the
national scholastic mark of 199
feet, 5 inches. A throw of 44 feet
9 3-8 inches by Nelson of Iowa, set
a new southern mark in shot put.
However, the rain and mud did not •
act .ixa a Liiiiilic&ip in these iw-.t
events.
The events as they occurred were100-YARD DASH— Cummings,
Virginia, first; Elder, Notre Dame:
Hamn, Georgia Tecb. Time 10 seconds.
120-YARD HIGH HURDLES—
Beard, Auburn, first; Eubank, Oglethorpe; Durren, Georgia Tech. Time
15 2-5 seconds.
SHOT PUT—Nelson, Iowa, first;
Nesom, Louisiana State University;
Hood, Georgia Tech. Distance: 44
•feet 9 3-8 inches. (New Southern
record.)
DISTANCE
MEDLEY
RELAY
FOR COLLEGES (2 miles)—Indiana
(Bildine,
Buck, Smock,
Fields),
first; North Carolina, Duke University. Time, 11 minutes 3 1-5
seconds.
HALF-MILE RELAY FOR COLLEGES— Indiana (Abramson, Steffasson, Banks, Hilt), first; Notre
Dame, Virginia. Time 1 minute 33
3-5 seconds.
HALF-MILE RELAY FOR COLLEGE FRESHMEN—Florida (Brys'on, Bethea, Bickmeyer, Newcomb),.
first; Alabama, Georgia Tecih. Time'
1 minute 34 2-5 seconds.
POLE
VAULT—Nash,
Georgia
Tech, first; Keener, Georgia; O'Dell,
Clemson. Distance 11 feet 6 inches.DISCUS THROW—Nesom, Louis,
State University, first; Harper, North
Carolina; Carter, Auburn. Distance,
129 feet 2 3-4 inches.
FOUR-MILE RELAY FOR COLLeges— Indiana (Fields, Brattain,
Banks, Clapham), first; North Carolina University; Tennessee. Time,
19 minutes 11 4-5 seconds.
HIGH
JUMP—Eubanks,
Oglethorpe, first; Greenley, Louisiana
State University; Coker, Georgia
Tech. Distance, 5 feet 11 5-8 inches.
ONE MILE RELAY FOR COLLEGES—Indiana (Leet, Smock, Abramson, Stephenson), first; Iowa,
Vanderbilt. Time, 3 minutes 31 3-5
seconds.

A Retreat Parade will be given
by the cadet corps on Friday, April
2 0. at 5:30 P. IM:. The uniform for
this parade will be full dress, with
the exception that white duicks will
be worn instead of the gray trousers as formerly used. The idea of
Uie substitution is that it will give
the corps a more snappy appearance
for the annual inspection that will
be held here by the War Department on Friday and Saturday of this
week. This uniform will be worn
once between now and commencement and also during the commence- chapel last week when they voted
ment military exercises.
unanimously to adopt the white
Clemsons' military staff has long ducks for the coming inspection.
considered the change which in- As yet nothing has been said of the
cludes white duck trousers in the | permanency of the change, but it
dress uniform to replace the gray is generally understood that from
trousers for dress parade, but it was now on these trousers will be connot until the corps had favored this sidered, a part of the regular dress
much needed change that definite uniform to be worn particularly at
steps were taken in this direction. dress parades and at commenceThe corps opinion was voiced in ment.
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T. J. MITCHELL
R. B MILLS
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BUSINESS STAFF
W. H, REDFERN
C. A. GREEN

Business Manager
Asso. Business Manager

Gcd and winning the bet. Take this
.iew taward religion and venture all
on God; then yon will find that
there is a God. You can live on any
plane or level 'but there is nothing
so romantic as Christian living, for
then life becomes worthwhile and
becomes a safe thing. When you
get out on the sea of life don't hug
the shore where there are reefs and
rocks but get out in the deep currents where the winds of Heaven
are Wowing and where God is calling men. Modern philosophy creates
a fear which keeps men from being
self-sacrificing and makes them unselfish; so get away from the shore
of modern philosophy. Modern psychology says, "You must not re-

i
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EDITORIAL
If you ride a horse, sit close and tight,
If you ride a man, sit easy and light.
—Poor Richard.

As time moves forward in its never ceasing journey, it becomes necessary for the younger and more energetic minds to
take up the work and carry on where their forefathers have
left off and to continue in their places as best they can. Improvements are steadily being made in the various fields of
learning and it is always to the rising generation that the
present generation looks for further advancement. If one
individual on the huge machine fails in his task there is another, willing and ready, to take his place and carry on so
that no one will suffer. No individual is so all important that
he cannot be replaced by some one just as capable of carrying
the burden and giving to mankind the services that are expected from one of such high standing.
It is at this time that it becomes necessary for the old staff
to retire and leave the destiny of the Tiger for the coming
year in the hands of an entirely new staff. And since it is on
us, the new staff, that the burden falls for maintaining the
standarad set by the previous staff, we feel unqualified and
incapable of the task that has been set before us:
We do, however, pledge our full support to the Tiger and
to the things for which it stands. We propose to present to
our readers the news and happenings of the college and campus in the same clear and accurate manner that has been adherred to in the past. We will do our utmost, in any way possible, to'assist in the movements that stand for a bigger and
better Clemson. To achieve these things it will necessitate
the full cooperation of each member of the staff in conjunction
with the student body as a whole, and it is our earnest desire
that we shall receive their wholehearted cooperation at all
times.
This year the reporters club will play a more important
part than it has played in the past years. It is to be organized for the boys that are not on the regular staff that feel
that they can and want to write for the college publictions.
If these men enter into the work with the right spirit there
is no reason why they will not only help the staff in giving the
students and public a better paper, but they will also help
themselves materially. Under the present system those members of the staff whose work measures up to a standard set by
the faculty advisors will receive college credit in English according to the number of hours spent on this work. It is
then the purpose of the reporters club to find men that are
adapted to newspaper work and recommend them for positions on the staff next year.

press," but remember that giving
free play to the good and repressing
the evil develops the attractive personality. Don't toe afraid to get rid
cf yourself since life expands with
self-sacrifice. The principles of the
Christian church are association with
Tour fellowmen, and if you want your
talents to grow you must associate
with your fellow imen."
Bishop Mouzon closed the sermon
which will long tie rememlbered by
those who were fortunate enough to
"near him by saying, "Faith is the
victory which overcomes all this
fear—Rest is the glory given to
crown yon immortal." The service
in which Rev. Hodges officiated was
closed hy Rev. Bryan's benediction.

The Law School
of

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY
Summer Session- io weeks- Commences June 25,1928
Session of 1928-29 Commences September 24,1928
For full information, address

The Secretary, Vanderbilt Law School
NASHVILLE, TENN.
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CIRCULATION STAFF
R. L. McGEE
Circulation Manager
T. R. WVNNAMA.KER
Asso. Circulation Manager
W. F, HUGHES
Asso. Circulation Manager
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Prof. Dexter Simpson Kimiball,
Dean of the College of Engineering, Cornell University, will deliver
the addre.'s for the dedication of the
new Engineering building during
ic-mmenmecent.
He received his A. B. and M. E.
degrees from Leland Stanford Uniersity, California.
Prof. Kimiball
is a very able
■<• eaker, and since his graduation ha
has held a number of important positions. Since February, 1921, he
has been Dean of the College of Engineering, Cornell University. Aside
from that, he has written a nwmlber
of noteworthy books, some of which
are: "Elements of Madhlrie Design",
"Industrial Education", "Principles
of Industrial Organization",
"Elements of Cost Finding", and "Plant
anagement."
From 191 to 1920, Prof. Kimiball
as the Faculty Representative of
h.e Board of Trustees of Cornell
University and in 19 22 was a member of the Board of Visitors of the
r
F. 3. Naval Academy at Annapolis.
He is also «. member of the leading
Engineering Societies, and in 1921
was President of the A. S. M. E.
Prof. Kimtoall's address will, no
doubt, be instructive as well as interesting, and it is expected that his
appearance here will draw a good
attendance.
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ISHOP MOUZON CONDUCTS UNION SERVICE
CHAPEL SUNDAY
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BALENTINE'S

Delivers Inspiring Address to
Cadets and Campus
Residents
't Sunday, at the regular church
our. tie corps of cadets and the
"eople of the campus gathered in
the beautifully decorated chapel to
hear Bishap Miouzon deliver a very
impressive and 'beneficial sermon.
'Mrs. Eaton opened the service
by rendering Zatsf's, "Berbsue" as
a delightful ipiano prelude.
The
singing of the
"Doxology"
and
"Come Thou Almighty King" was
followed, by Rev. Saterlee's reading
the Parable of The Ten Talents, as
it is recorded in Matthew 25: verses
14 to 30. A prayer was then rendered iby Rev. Crouch, which was
closed 'by the congregation repeating the Lord's Prayer. The strains
of "The Holy City" filled the chapel
as the choir so pleasingly sang,
"Nature's Hymn of Praise." in which
Mrs. Seilee and Mr. Hall rendered
delightful solos. After the congregation sang "Stand Uip, Stand Up
For Jesus," Dr. Sikes introduced
Bishop Mouzon as one man in the
South whose message he icoveted for
college men, or any other group of
people.
The speaker, a tall impressive
looking man, who is the Methodist
Bishop over both Carolinas, used
as his text, "And I Was Afraid,"
from the twenty fifth verse of the
twenty fifth chapter iof Matthew.
He opened (by saying, "Nothing is
so paralizing to moral, spiritual and
intellectual endeavor as fear. The
secret lies in "I was afraid" since
we have a fear of failure, ill health,
criticism, and death.
He continued in part by saying,
"There is a spirit of fear throughout all Christendom which makes
men afraid of the truth, and afraid
to invest in the market of the
church. Although dogmatic scientists may be in comflict with religion,
truth never has been, and never will
be in conflict with religion, for the
lines of truth icon verge to God. Some
people look on the fear of religion
as it was represented by the la,w
givers and scribes in the Old Testament, while others look on it as
something living,
and vital, and
growing, as a matter of experience
such as is found in the life of Christ
and the prophets. Faith is the vie-!
tory which overcomes fear and the I
world: advance
with Faith
and,!
Steadfastness even though you may
get opposition, invite criticism, 'have.
to change your mind, and your way.
of living. My message is: never be I
afraid of the truth—invest in the|
market of the church. If you never,
take risks you never get any where'
and there lies the reason that Faith
is hetting your life that there is a

GREENVILLE, S. C.

PURE PORK SAUSAGE, MEATS,
and PURE LARD

IJ-H•
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"How are you getting along with
'rithmetic, Sam?"
"Well, I done learned to add a J
all the noughts, but de figgers still
The main feature of the program bother me."
at the meeting of the A. I. E. E.
Thursday evening was a salesmanA draft of Missouri mules had
ship .contest between M. A. Jones
and H. E. Stoppelbein. Jones repre- just arrived and a new private made
sented the General Electric circuit the mistake of going too near one.
breakers, while Stoppelbein sold, the His comrades caught him on the reWesting-house breakers. Both men bound, placed him on a stretcher
presented their points well. L. F. and started for the hospital. On
Sander gave a few of the most important current events of the day,
and Professor Rhodes asked the cadets to be thinking about an article
to be sent to the 'Southern A. I. E.
B. convention.
The meeting then
adjourned. At the next meeting a
report of the A. I. E. E. conference
at Atlanta will be given, important
business transacted, and an address
"Take 'it' from me," said Greta will be .made by one of the new
iarbo, as she kissed John Gilbert. faculty, .members.

CLUBS AND SOCIETIES

Memories of "The Lost Chord."
Seated one day in the mess-hall,
1 was weary and ill at ease,
As I .chewed on what you may call
"Army Slumgullionwitih Peas."
I knew not what I was eating,
And my courage began to lag
When I struck a chord tasting
Like the string of my laundry bag.
It dung to .my false teeth,
With passionate force it clung;
No longer could I breathe,
It got twisted around my tongue.
I tried to let out a gripe, in vain,
For my tongue was tied.
The chord settled down my windpipe
And, gasping for breath, I died.
—G. W. Sackman.
He shuffles into class almost nine
minutes late every day, and. creates
an unnecessary noise by slamming
the door after him. He disturbs a
large part of the class by calling
them by name, and sometimes he
has been known to talk aloud in
the very midst of class—■
Is he on .probation?
Why of
course not! He's our professor.

Jack—I had a bad spill on the
J. J. Avent and. C. H. Lineberger
co yesterday.
gave interesting talks on recent proJill—Mow much did you spill?
jects in the civil engineering field
at the A. S. C. E. meeting Tuesday
Yonkers—Smoking
in
public! night. "Horse" told horw an emerWhy I'd sooner become intoxicated. gency job was done when a brick
Beautiful and Damned — Who culvert collapsed where it was not,
wouldn't?
desirable to disturb the roadway
above, and "Chick" gave some deIcky Jones—I am a track man. tails of the Oakland-Fairmont tube,
Coach Carson—What section do one of the most unique engineering
you work on?
feats of modern times. After the
contemplated trip to Washington
"My roommate is awfully dumb." had been discussed, the society ad"Wrhy so?"
journed.
"I can't learn him to say 'teach.' "
■She—The trouble with the modern books is that they call a spade
a spade.
He—That would be all right if
they would only stick to spades. -

The hall was filled with dense
blue smoke from the cigarettes of
the men standing about in groups.
They were chatting about the vaMary—I think necking is positive- rious merits of leading movie comedy actresses.
ly repulsive.
"Suddenly
a
boy's
voice an.'■nil—I don't like it either.
i y—Shake, sister, we're both no'unced, "The curtain is up."
And the men dashed into the
next room and leaned far out the
open windows, gazing at the win"Not even a woman can step on dows of the girls dorm next door.
me and get away with it," said the
•a peel as it coasted the sweet
Parrott Byrd—Is this a one way
yo! ,Tg thing into an embarrassing street?
I ition.
Policeman—Yes, and there ain't
no two ways about it.
"IJ he crooked?"
"Is he? Say, that guy can't even
"'College must be a great place."
take his whiskey straight."
sighed Shorty Barton as he watched
the latest release of the "'CollegPr.:aoher—Will you have this wo- ians."
man lor your wedded wife?
Groom—What do you suppose I
"Have you a cigarette?"
came here for?
'Lots of 'era, thanks."
Judge—And are you the defendMaid (speaking over phone)—No
ant?
sir, I don't know how long the docRastus-—No sur, Jedge; Ah's just tor's going to be out. He's been
de man what stole the chickens.
called out on one i of these eternity
cases.
Mabel—-Why wouldn't you go to
the masquerade with him last night
Prisoner (just'back from trial)in your Hawaiian costume?
Hurrah, fellows! I'm crazy.
Mae—Well, I found out that he
was going as a harvest hand.
She took horseback riding lessons
for six weeks but all she got for
"I was in a big train robbery on i her pains was liniment.
my way home."
?
"How exciting! Tell us about it."
Gordon Bryce—Will you pay me
"Took my girl to eat on the what I'm worth?
diner."
Employer—I'll do
better than
that, I'll give you a small salary to
"Although only a tattooer's son he start with.
had. designs on the girl, but she
was an architect's daughter and had
"I'm terriby worried about my
other plans.
party tonight."
"Why is that?"
Husband—You ought to dust this
"Earl Caroll's coming and all we
closet—there's a spider web in have is a shower bath."
there.
Wife—I knew that you wouldn't
"How do you know that she is a
anything nice
about my new lady?"
dress.
"Oh, 'cause when I ne:ked her
she made me take my hat off.
Bill—Will you lend me a book
for a week, old man?
"What do you take 'for a hea-iDil1
—Yes, but who is the weak 'jche?"
old man?
•Whiskey the night before."
He
—Gosh, girl, the rouge you've
A co-ed is a girl who also goes :?
got on your lips.
college.
She—Gimme time, big boy, I've
just arrived at this party.
The dog's bark is one thing, at
least, which never gets into the sa >.Convict in Death Cell—Hey, how sage.
about signing me up for a little insurance.
Gola Townsend—I know that I
Insurance Agent—Not on your know that mucti abcut m [fie.
life.
Guy Hutchins—Ah, hush!
You
can't even tell when a tire is flat.
He—You nearly lost your equilibrium that time.
The only difference between BoShe—Oh! I hope it's not show- Peep Williams and a movie star is
ing.
the distance from Clemson College
to Hollywood.
Sixteen—That
certainly was a
wonderful party. I never saw men
She was only a musician's daughso tight.
ter, but she topped the scales.
Sixty—That's fine. I love to see
men save while they are young.
Bill Player—My' girl Is so dumb
that she thinks Wheeling, West VirHe (oh the front porch)—Don't ginia, is an awfully hard job."
forget our date next week. Can't
I see you in the interim?
Teacher—Johnnie, what is ShakeShe—No. Whatever you want tc speare's most famous poem?
say or do, do it right here.
Johnnie—Venice and Adenoids.

At the regular meeting of the
Palmetto 'Society last Thursday
night the President for the fourth
term was installed, and the remainder of the officers were elected. Mr.
J. A. Jordan, who succeeds Mr. J.
C. Garrison as president, made a
short speech in which he urged the
attendance and cooperation off every
member.
The election on the iSergeant of
Arms proved to be a source of much
merriment, as the two candidates
for this office, "Rats" Clayton and
Lloyd, were asked by the president,
upon the suggestion of one of the
members to make "campaign speeches".. "Rat" Clayton was elected by
a small majority. The other officers
were: G. H. Carroll, vice-president;
J. P. Hendrix, secretary; R. F. Nalley, corresponding secretary; G. L.
Tliomason, liteiary critic; C. G. Latham, prosecuting critic; R. A. Taylor, censor; and E. B. Early, chaplain. A coanmittee was also elected
to investigate the records of the seniors to determine who should get
diplomas from the Literary Society.
Only a few of the members were
present to vote. In fact, at the conclusion of the meeting it was evident that almost everyone present
held an office of some kind. It is
a deplorable fact that so little interest is taken in literary society
work at Cle.mson. Nevertheless, it
is true that a pitifully small number of cadets ever regularly attend
the meetings of a literary society.
The Palmetto does not pretend to
be "the best in the world," as the
saying goes, but she does consider
herself "doggone" good. If anyone
doubts this, let him come up to the
Palmetto society hall next Thursday
night April 19, and see for himself.
New members are selected,
old
members are urged to attend, and
visitors are welcome at all times.
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the wiay the injured .man regained
consciousness. He gazed at the sky
overhead and felt the swaying motion of the stretcher.
Feebly he
lowered his shaky hands over the
side, to find only space.
"My gosh!" he groaned, "I ain't
even hit the ground yet."
Loonie Leitner—-If I were you I'd
have more sense.
'Skipper Bell—Sure you would.

f
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SPECIALIZATION

Because this store has so many departments and
carries so many different lines of merchandise, you
may have the impression that it isn't a specialized
institution.
Yet every department is really a specialty shop.
It has its own manager and buyer—an experienced
specialist in that line.
The fact that so many departments are united in
one store and cooperate in their efforts make it possible to give you a more highly specialized service
in merchandising than any one department or group
could give you as a separate business.

MEYERS-ARNOLD COMPANY' INC,
GREENVILLE, S. C.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled
Monthly Charge Accounts Welcome
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"Fill full. I drink
to the general Joy
o' the whole table"
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Certainly Macbeth meant
the same thing as when
we say:
MACBETH
Act III, Scene*

Refresh Yourself!
i

8 million a day — IT
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What Shakespeare
says about Coca-Cola
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The Coca-Cola Company, Atlanta, Ga.
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the Old and with a few taclfut compliments wishes its as much success
in future undertakings as it has had
in the past. Then the New vaguely
states what it will strive to do in
the future, usually without an inking of what definite object it will
try to accomplish during the coming regime.
Such is the situation
we find ourselves in, now that the
seniors have left in our hands their
positions in order that they may
take up moreserious work.
One thing certain as to our platform: our pet aversions, such as
compulsory church attendance, the
"honor" system, and so on, we will
decry in this column at every possible moment, hoping that those
"way up" will tire of the racket and
do something to help the situation.
The Vesper Service Sunday night
was given over to the installation of
the Officers and Cabinet for 19 29-29
E. N. Geddings retiring president,
presided. Gene Geddings upon retiring thanked the members of the
Y M. C. A. for their co-operation during the year that he was president
and expressed the 'belief that if everyone of the members should put
his best into the work the Y. M.
C. A. would be greatly improved.
Mr. E. C Murdock responded for
•tthe Cabinet and for Mr Strowman,
•who was unable to make his talk.
Mr. M-urdock thanked iMr. Geddings
for his advice and. urged the members of the retiring Cabinet to be
free with any advice that tihey
thought Should be given to the new
Cabinet members.
After a selection of special music
toy a string quartet, Mr. T. B. Lanham delivered the 'installation address. Mr. Lanham, to show the
growth and the permanence of the
Y. iM. C. A. challenged anyone to find
an organization wihich has grown to
the size of the Y. M. C. A. under
conditions which were as unfavorable to development. Figures show
that during the year 1927, 36,391
-persons were converted as la result
of Y. M. C. A. influence. The Y. sM.
C. A. is established in 55 countries.
Before the organization is established in any country the Protestant
Missionaries and also the government must invite the Y. M. C. A.
to organize in that country.
Mr.
Lanham offered three suggestions to
the members of the organization.
The first was to develop more heart
power. If we are strong physically
and do not have heart power and
the will power we will not move forward in any work that we undertake. The second was to be clean.
Even if we have the heart power
and are strong physically hut do not
have a 'Clean heart and -mind we
Will not conquper our tasks. The
third was to have the right connections. The right connections in
Christian work is the connection
with God through Jesus Christ.
Mr. Lanham wished the new Cabinet God-speed and urged the old
Cabinet to continue the good work
which they have started.
Rev.. Crouch made the following
charge to Mr. C. W. Stroman, President-elect.
"Do you .therefore, in accepting
the office of president, covenant
with this Association:
"That you will give its work first
place in your voluntary activities—
"Thhat you will set aside a pe
niod each day, preferably the 'Morning Watch* for the cultivation of

Day by Day at Clemson

The Woman's Club met at the
clulb rooms the afternoon of Monday the ninth. The annual election
of officers was held, the following
being elected:
President, Mrs. Richard Johnson:
Vice-President, Mrs. Feeley; Secretary, Mrs. Donovan; Treasurer, Mrs.
Willis;
Corresponding
Secretary,
Mrs. McCollum.
The meeting of the School Improvement Association at the school
building Tuesday the tenth, was
very largely attended, over seventy-five being present. At this meeting refreshments were served by the
domestic science class. Each member of the Association was presented
with an ice bag and mallet.
The Wednesday Miorning Bridge
Club met at the home of Mrs. Calhoun.
Mrs. Sikes entertained the BOOK
Club Wednesday afternoon.
Last Thursday evening a very
enjoyable little opperetta, "Peter
Raibbit" was presented at the Calhoun-Clemson school by the first,
second, and
third grades. Pei.er,
Mopsy, Flopsy, and Cottontail, and
all the rest of the characters including the vegetables in the garden, were dressed in very clever costumes. Over fifty dollars was realized, this going to pay for the new
ele:tric lights which were used
that night for the first time.

your deeper devotional life—
"That you will give yourself loyally to the preparation of a worthy
program of activities, and to putting
that program into operation—
"That you will recognize in committee organization an essential to
the success of the work and will
assist your fellow-workers on the
Calbinet so to relate other students
to them; recognizing lalso that they
ought to have your 'cooperation, your
supervision, your prayer and your
fellowship in the work of their departments."
The entire Cabinet was then given
a charge that was very similar to
the one given the president, after
which the service ended, with Mr.
Lanham giving the Benediction.
CAC
PICTURE SHOW SCHEDULE
Thursday, April 19 th—.Richard
Arlen and Mary Brian in "Under
the Tonto Him."
Friday, April 20 th—'Ramon Navaro and Norma Seharer in "The
Student Prince."
Saturday, April 21st—Billie Dove
and Larry Kent in "The Heart of
a Follies Girl."
Monday, April 23rd—'Billie Dove
in "The Tender Hour."
Tuesday, April 24th—Mary Astor,
George Bancroft, Noah Berry, an:l
Charles Farrell in "The Rough Riders."
Wednesday April 2th—Emil Jannings, Belle Bennett and Phylis Hi:
ver in "The Way of All Flesh."

GENERAL f§ ELECTRIC

Refrigerator

Says the Emory "Wheel," "A college degree, some think, entitles the
holder to a free ticket to the Great
American Show. A college degree
is more imposed on than imposing
in these days." It goes on to say
that, though there was a time when
a degree commanded the awed respect of the common people, today
a diploma is worthless without a
personality to accompany it.
We
certainly agree with the "Wheel" o&.
this. There was a time, possibly,
when one could get something for
nothing, but the last of that went
out with slot machines. As the old
saying goes, you can't take out what,
you don't put in, unless you are
born an Ozar.k Indian, and sell off
your oil land.

Comfort and economy
for the years to come
New, surprising delicacies that everyone enjoys

"Are 'freshmen going to take this
—new pleasure in entertaining your guests—
campus?" asks
the N. C.
State
new simplicity and economy in the planning of
"Technician."
"Freshmen can be
meals —carefree conveniences that so many other
seen uptown without caps almosT
homes already enjoy. A General Electric Refrigany time.
They do not seem to
erator brings them all to vour home in an easier,
fear the punishment if caught without thorn. Freshmen when passed
simpler, surer way.
on the campus speak if they feel
like it. They carry matches if they
SEE THEM TODAY AT
smoke themselves." Why abolish
freshmen caps and the rules of
speaking and carrying
matches?
When a law is not enforced it is not
much good to have the law, they
complain.
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA
There is only one way to control
freshmen.
That's by constructive
hazing. N. C. State men seem to
have more than idle threats up their
The members of the old and new sleeves, and were we State rats, we j
Y. M. C. A. Cahinet and the faculty would begin walking the straight gHHSiiiiHisHHgaaHsgg^^
a
leaders of the Bible Study groups and narrow very soon!
were the guests of the Y. M. C. A.
In speaking of Friday the thirMonday night at a plate supper The
A NATION WIDE
meeting was a get-to-gether meet- teenth, Lindbergh, and divers other
INSTITUTION
ing between the faculty members matters, the Citadel "Bull Dog"
and the cabinet. An excellent sup- states, "We have neevr heard of the
per was served. After the supper. Prince of Wales tailing off his horse
Major Martin was called on to say on the thirteenth. He fell off twice :?]
a few words. Dr. Sikes then talked, when his horse became Tightened at
for several minutes and expressed the cries of some women. We would,
his pleasure at the outcome of the advise him to marry, hut then he
Bible Study groups. He said that would have to give up riding horses.
ANDERSON,
SOUTH CAROLINA
for him there was nothing more Either way we look at it, he is
bounl
to
fall."
agreeahle than teaching some phase
For goodness' sake don't let him
a
of Christian work to a group of
young people who wanted to learn get married; it would mean starva- EHigSigiasiglgHHffi^
more a/trout Christ. Dr. Sikes said tion for American joke editors if
that he thought that the great prob- he gave up riding horses.
lem of teaching young
people is
Prof: Give m« a quotation from
to get them interested, after they
have become interested it is easy the Bible.
The Law School
Student: ' 'Judas went out and
to keep them
interested.
Theo
Vaughn caleld on "Holtzy" for a hanged himself."
of
Prof: And anc ther one ?
few words and -obtained a good, reVANDERBILT
UNIVERSITY
Student: ' Go the u and do likesponse. The meeting was brought
to a close after Theo announced wise."
The Plainsman"
that the Bible Study groups would
Summer Session- io weeks- Commences June 25,1928
hold their last meeting on the First
Session of 1928-29 Commences September 24,1928
Wednesday night in May.
For full information, address
Friday afternoon the children of
The Secretary, Vanderbilt Law School
the campus enjoyed an Easter eg?
NASHVILLE, TENN.
hunt at the horticultural grounds.
This was sponsored by Mrs. Mills.
The proceeds will be used for kindergarten playground equipment.
Tigers Will Meet V. P. I. and
Mrs. Earle entertained her Sunday
N. C. State in Three CorSchool class at an Easter egg hunt
Friday afternoon.
nered Events
Sinclair Gas and Oils — Quaker State Oils
The State Federation of Woman's
Clulbs met in Aiken the past week,
Goodrich Silvertown Tires and Tubes
Clemson will make her second
Mrs. Daniel and Mrs. Hodges atout-of-state bow in track and field
tending from Clemson College.
We call for and Deliver for Washing Cars
George Hubert Aull entertained competition Saturday. Here she wiil a
meet
in
competition
with
two
of
the
his friends at a birthday party Monbest track teams in the Southern
day afternoon.
The D. A. R. met with Mrs. Rani- Conference—V. P. I. "Gobblers" and
N. C. State "Wolfp.ack."
Coach
seur Monday afternoon.
Mrs. Boches, who has been vis- Jules Carson will leave Friday morniting Mrs. Cole returned to Knox- ing with his entire varsity squad to |
Day Phone 34-^V,
. Night Phone 83-J
uphold Clemson's reputation in track
villo today.
Mrs. Logan Marshall is teaching and field in its usual position.
gEESSHglSlEHSSagiaHSB^^
We had an "off" day Saturday at
domestic science at Calhoun-Clemsou
the Tech Relays in
Atlanta, our
.ligh school.
The cadets will be sorry to hear team placing in only two events.
that Captain Harcombe is in very The main factor in our poor showpoor health. He is staying on the ing in Atlanta was adverse field and
job in order to make preparations weather conditions, Jupiter Pluvius
reigning supreme thruout the meet,
for the Junior-Senior.
Mr. T. B. Lanham, State Y. ,M. keeping the track ankle deep in
C. A. Secretary, was on the campus mud.
NEW YORK'S PICTURE NEWSPAPER, SOLD AT ♦♦♦
Sporting the Purple and Gold of
Sunday
the Tiger school, we feel sure that
this group of picked athletes wili
rank high in the final results at
leigh Saturda.
CAC
F. W. LACHICOTTE
Prof. Clarke—How do you expect
Published by Liberty Magazine and Chicag oTribi ' ♦*♦
There is always a time in the to drive a nail in the wall with a
existence of any organization when book?
♦♦♦
^e Old passes out and the New steps
Dink Woodward—For goodness ♦;♦
into its place. The New bows to sake, use your heal.
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Gault—I learned last night that caddie. "Excuse me, sir," said the
lad,, "but I've got the ball we lost
iy line ain't what it used to was.
yesterday at the second. One of the
Mose Moore—I go forth to bathe. village kids had it."
"Oh, good," said Smith, putting
The Pride
of Williaimston—All
his hand in his pocket. "I'll give
ight, I'll go fifth.
you whatever you gave for it."
"Er ... no thanks, sir," said the
"Chuib" Harvey was telling his
sweetheart how he had been at- caddie hasitily. "I gave a iblack eye
racted to iher. "You were a lovely for it."
oiwer, and I was a bee," he exlained to her. "I was a mouse and
ou were a piece of cheese." And
Love's Lane
hen he wondered why she rose
Friendship, N. Y.
nd left the room.
Love, Via.
Kissimee, Fla.
Ujpon answering the phone, DocRing Ark.
Parson, Ky.
tor Brown turned to 'his wife and
said, "Quick, get me 'my handReno, Nevada.
;a'tchel. The man says he can not
ive without me!"
Hebe Kellars—I'm going to have
"Just a minute," said Mrs. Brown
vho had picked up the receiver, to stop drinking coffee for breakfast.
That call is for daughter."
Felix Chumley—Why so?
Hebe—I can't sleep in any of my
An apple a day keeps the doctor
'iway, but an onion is not so specific classes anymore.
Prof. Lane—Gault, make a, senOn reaching the limgs one mornng Smith was accosted iby his usual tence with "malign" in it.
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is the worlds largest
seller

Safe-guarding tobacco's
priceless asset

I DON'T doubt it, nor do I wonder why. Just
open a tidy red tin and get that full fragrance
of Nature's noblest gift to pipe-smokers. Then
tuck a load in the business-end of your old
jimmy-pipe.
Now you've got it—that taste—that Leadme-to-it, Gee-how-I-like-it taste! Cool as a
condition. Sweet as making it up. Mellow
and satisfying. Try this mild, long-burning
tobacco, Fellows. I know you'll like it.

GRANGE

FRINGE ALBERT

that's a veritable treasure, a
wealth of rich mellowness, worth its
weight in gold... deserves every possible
protection to assure its safekeeping. So,
the utmost precaution is taken to safe'
guard Granger's priceless properties.
TOBACCO

To prevent the loss of one bit of its
freshness, Granger is first packed in a
heavy-foil pouch... Then to be 100% on
the safe-side, this is sealed 'AIR-TIGHT' in
an extra outside-wrapper of glassine—
keeping the tobacco 'factoryfresh' till you
break the seal to load your pipe!
Our chemists say it is 'an almost perfect
seal for tobacco condition'—protecting
tobacco better than any container except
the VACUUM tin. Then, because it is much
less expensive than a costly pocket-tin,
Granger's pocket-packet sells at just ten
cents. It's the greatest value ever offered
to pipe-smokers!

GRANGER
ROUGH CUT

The half-pound vacuum tin is forty-fivt
cents, the foil-pouch
package, sealed in
glassine, is ten cerr

Made
for pipes only !

Granger Rough Cut is made b> tJie Liggett & M^rs Tobacco Company

You can pay more
but you can't get
more in satisfaction.

—the national joy smoke!

© 1928, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company, Winston-Salcm, N. C.
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13th is MOTHER'S DAY.

box of SPECIAL MOTHER'S
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Let us mail a beautiful

DAY CANDY home for you.

We will have a variety pf packages from which you may
choose.
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Come in and See the New Tiger Stationery
Absolutely the Latest and Snappiest of the Season
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STATE CHAMPIONSHIP IN SIGHT

SPORTS

SPORT
T. J. MITCHELL

The baseball team lost the double-header to Michigan last
Thursday but came back strong Friday and licked Carolina
to the tune of 6-0. In the Michigan game the boys just could
not seem to get hold of the ball. Several pretty plays were
pulled off, but errors undoubtedly cost us the game. In the
Carolina game it was different. The boys handled the ball
to perfection and at the crucial moment when a hit was needed that hit was pounded out. This makes the third consecutive sport that we have beat Carolina in this year. We do
not meet them in track, except at the state meet, and there
we hope to make it four out of four.

LAST OLD ENGINEERING
BUILDINGJISAPPEARS
Plans For Beautincation of the
Grounds About New Buildings Completed

has had charge of the courses, know
of ■his ability along this line.
May 4, the date which was set by
Col. Cole and Dr. Sikes, caused some
disappointment to a few Juniors and
Seniors because the state track meet
is to be held on the fifth, and this
Will prevent their attending. However, they would have been unable
to go had the banquet been held
earlier, for they could not have
broken training. These men, especially the Seniors, have our sympathy, and we bope that their
achievements for Clemson will compensate for the .pleasure they miss.
iiie Clemson Cavaliers will fui
nish the music for the banquet, and
■"so for the dance which will follow
immediately after the banquet. This
dance is given by the Junior and Senior dancing clubs, and is attended by
This hop, coming as it does after the
banquet only helps to make the night
one d¥ the biggest social triumphs in
cadets from all classes in college,
collegiate circles.
CAC
,
"Baby musn't play with razor—
mamma's got to open a can of
beans."
CAC
"The only shot that counts is the
shot that hits."

SPORTS
WEDDING

GIFTS

SAM ORR TRIBBLE GO
A Store for Everybody

Workmen have been busy for the
past week tearing down the old
Phone 521—140 N. Main
electrical laboratory in preparation
for the beautifying of the grounds
Anderson, - S. C.
around the new engineering building.
The present plans include the
planting of grass and shrubbery on
the terrace which is to surround the
building. A set of steps will lead
to the top of the terrace at the
THE TIGER'S LAIR
North and West entrances to the
Floopy stepped back into the limelight with another three- building. All of the ground between
Cigars, Cigaretts
bagger which puts him in the realm of the sluggers. Dick Riggs's Hall and the small parade
ground will be leveled off and plant
Drinks,
Candies, Paper*
McGill has been doing himself proud at first, making a num- ed in grass and shrubbery.
The road leading from the greenber of unassisted put outs in the game Friday.
and Magazines
house to the postoffice will (be extended to the North-Eastern corner
In the Tech Relays the bunch did not come out as well as of the hall and from there it will
hoped for, but we are happy in the knowledge that the boys turn Westward to join the road
which leads to the shop building.
put their all into the meet, and we wish them better luck The present road to the engineering
in the fuure. The soggy field was a big handicap to the men building will be discontinued at the "Whither away, my pretty maid?"
"Aw, wither up yourself, and see
point where it joins the road which
ANDERSON, S. C.
whom we expected to come out on top. Graydon, a high passes in front of the trustee house. how you like it."
school lad, sprung a surprise in the free for all javelin throw, The continuance of this road will be
Customer.—"These eggs
aren't
the form of a very impressive
when he made 205 feet 5 inches, six feet better than the old in
driveway which will turn at the fresh."
record. Nelson, Iowa, set a new mark with the shot with trustee house and follow along the Grocer—"The boy just brought
East side of the long line of stately them in from the country."
44 feet 9 3-8 inches.
Customer—"What country?"
cedar trees in front of the Calhoun
Mansion, and it will continue until
In the tank meet with Tech last week we did not come out it joins the road leading to the shop Two motorists met at a small
bridge too narrow for two cars to
building.
so hot, but this was to be expected in view of the fact that
The present sidewalk from the pass.
"I never back up for any fool!"
we had a green team to put up against an experienced one. main building will be extended to
the main entrance of the engineer- shouted one driver.
There is a tentative meet pending with Georgia this week. ing
"That's all right,"
replied the
building and another sidewalk
The water babies seem anxious to stage a come back, because will 'be built from the postoffice other quietly as he shifted into reWaxahachie, Texas
the taste of defeat is not so sweet in their youthful mouths. ■along the East side of the new road- verse, "I always do."
M
Larus&Bro.Co.
«V ". "26
way to the North-Eastern corner of
This is the first year that Clemson has tried to turn out a the new building and from there it Jack—"Say, Gus, what is this steel
Richmond, Va.
Gentlemen:
tank team, and experience is almost sure to triumph over in- will 'branch off to the main terrace wool I hear so much about?"
Gus—"I'm not sure, Jack, but I
The agent while going through his
steps and to the dydraulic laboraexperience every time, so the boys shouldn't feel so bad. '
plunder stored m our baggage room
tory in the Ibasement of the build- think it is made from the fleece of
came across a can of your tobacco, and
ing. The sidewalk in front of the hydraulic rams."
account of his not using a pipe he made
barracks will ibe extended so as to
Spring football practice started again today. It sure looked follow along the East side of the
me a present of this tobacco.
"Can you loan me five dollars?"
You will note the revenue stamp
said Jones.
good to see the ole pigskin spinning through the air again. driveway under the cedars.
and your memo which was inclosed
"Sure,"
said
Smith.
"Would
you
Two rustic pools are to be conThere is a wealth of material out this spring and the coaches structed,
the tobacco was put up in 1910, sixone M which will lie to the rather have an old. five or a new
teen years .ago. But it was in good
ought to be able to have ai good squad to start with next fall. South of the postoffice and to the one?"
shape, of remarkable flavor, and was
"A new one of course," said Jones
East of the new roadway, and the
greatly enjoyed by me.
"Here is the one," said Smith.
other will lie 'between the shop and
Thought you would be interested in
The rat baseball team is getting into good, shape under the engineering buildings. The former "I'm four dollars ahead."
knowing how your tobacco held out in
these
days of fast living.
coaching of Smoky Harper. As yet there has been no sched- will be constructed purely for decYours very truly,
A Scot applied for a position as
orative purposes while the latter
ule of games for the rats published but we hope to get it in will not only add to the beauty of patrolman on the London police
(signed) Gordon McDonald'
the next issue..
the campus ibut will also act as a force. Here is a question they put
condenser for the steam from the to him in Scotland Yard and the
Both of these pools answer.
Monday afternoon the Tiger Horde
This week the Follies will be giv- laboratories.
Suppose, M'cFarland, you saw a
will be surrounded by grass and
turned the Blue Sox back with a en in Seneca and Westminster.
crowd congregated at a certain point
shrubbery.
Extra High Grade
11-1 victory. Pearman allowed but
CAC
Our beautiful campus will be on your beat, how would you disthree hits, while Knight, P. C. alperse
it
quickly,
with
the
least
greatly ornamented by these conlowed 13. Floopy Dunlap still leads
structive changes and they will tend trouble ?"
the Tiger batmen, getting 3 out of
to bring out the intrinsic beauty oijj "I would, pass the hat."
4, one of them a triple.
the buildings as well as tend to
Tuesday afternoon, the Tiger team
make it more conspicious.
still on a rampage, licked their old
CAC
rivals, Newberry, 6-3.
This game
♦♦♦
♦!♦
MICHIGAN TAKES PAIK
usually seems to be a jinx to the
NEW
SHIPMENT
MALORY
HATS,
FLORSHEIM
FROM
TIGERS
Tigers, .but this year the old jinx
(Continued from page 1)
did not work. No details of the
AND WALK-OVER SHOES.
Cornelia, Georgia, was the scene
game have as yet been gathered.
of 'much fun and merry making SatSECOND GAJ ME
-CACurday afternoon and evening. It was
CLEMSON
the occasion of the third annual Hudgens, ss
1 0
0 2 4
0
Apple Blossom Pageant.
This af- Zeigler, 2b
3
0 1
1 1
1
fair is sponsored by the apple grow- Magill, lb
0 0
0
3
6
2
SHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, SOCKS, TIES AND LOTS
ers of Georgia and by many prom- Dunlap, c
3 0
0
0
1 1
OF THINGS YOU WILL NEED
inent business men of Atlanta. It is Pearman, rf
3 0
1 3 0 0
a statewide event and is looked for- Eskew, If
2 0
0
1
1
1
We make alterations on Cits Suits. Bring your
The Glee Club returned to the ward to each year by many South Moore, of
2
0 0
4 0 0
campus Saturday morning from a Carolinians as well as Georgians.
suits down. Don't take chances. Have your tailorMcCarley, 3b,
1
1 0
2 2 1
week's tour of the lower State. The
Miss Belle Vernon Porter was Bryan, p
1 1
0 1
3
0
ing done by experienced tailors.
Cadets left Monday, presenting the chosen as Queen of the Pageant. Her Martin x
1 0 0
0 0
0
Clemson College Follies" in Saluda winning smile and dainty feminine Williams xx
0 0
0 0 0
0
MY PRICES ARE LOWER
Monday, Batesburg-Leesville Tues- manner Mended well with the gaieday, Charleston Wednesday, Allen- ty of the occasion and made her a
TOTAL
22 2 2 21 14 3
Come down and save the difference
dale Thursday, and Greenwood Fri- fitting queen indeed.
xBatted for ,Moore in 7th
day. Thirty-two boys made the trip,
Old Mother Nature has always xxBatted for Eskew in 7th
twelve being members of the symph- been willing to lend a helping hand, Score by innings:
ony orchestra. Prof. Townsend di- and on this occasion she gave forth Michigan
000 111 3-6
rected the singing, and Laurence an abundant shower of fragrant ap- Clemson
002 000 0-2
Knobeloehb had charge of the or- ple blossoms that .were much in eviSUMMARY
THE BOYS' FRIEND
chestra. The cadets travelled in au- dence throughout that town. These
Three
base
bit,
Oosterbaan.
tos and a special ibus. The program fragrant and delicately shaded blos- Double play, Weintraub to Morse o
which was given in the chapel the some were used to decorate the Gawne. Base on balls, off Gawne
night of the Taps ball, was very well streets and. prominent buildings. 3. off Bryan 6. Hit by pitched ball,
received in all towns on the itiner- Amid such surroundings as these it Loos by Bryan, Williams by Ooster- pEBBHBBHaBHgBBHamgEEaaBBHHB^^^SEJBm^^^E^^^^S
ary. The many special features were is obvious why the pageant was pro- baan.
enthusiastically received, and the at- claimed a success.
Umpire: Anderson.
tendance at all performances was
Music for the entire program was
very good. In Charleston the cadets appropriately rendered by the Clem- PLANS FOR JUNIORplayed to a packed hall, six hun- son College Symphony Orchestra, the
SENIOR COMPLETED
dred attending, many of whom were only school orchestra of its kind in
(Continued from page 1)
Clemson alumni. At Allendale ami the South. Their selections were so
Charleston dances were given after well played that at the request of fair sex present. Dr. D. W. Daniel
the regular Follies program, the the audience the members of the and Pres. E. "\T. Sikes Will make adJ'ungaleers furnishing the music.
Jungaleers played several up-to-date dresses in behalf of the faculty.
The cadets making the trip had numlbers. These also met the apThe culinary end of the banquet
a fine time, especially in Charles- proval of the audience. From all will be taken care of by Captain
SATISFACTORY SERVICE GUARANTEED
ton, where they were guests of the evidence the boys did themselves Harcombe, who bas furnished the
r
alumni.
Most of them went out proud, and we want to take this op- food for this event for many vea H
to see the sights, many of them vis- portunity to congratulate them In past. Those who have attended a
iting the Citadel.
banquet whera Captain Harcombe
behalf of the corps.

FOWLER'S CIGAR STORE

Enjoys Can
of Tobacco
16 Years Old

Edgeworth

JUNGALEERS PLAY
FOR APPLE FESTIVAL
AT CORNELIA, GA,

GLEE CLUB BACK
FROM _STATE TOUR

Smoking Tobacco
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FULL LINE OF WHITE DUCK PANTS

"Judge" Keller
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Cliff Crawford

GLEANING AND PRESSING

